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This oriental poem was written by
A.S Pushkin in the time of his East
exile in 1821-1823yy.  The palace
external decoration and legends of
Crimean khans inspired the poet on
creation of the work.

By the Event devoted to the hundred
years of A.S. Pushkin death, in
Uzbekistan A.S. Pushkin's works were
translated by talented Uzbek poets and
writers, and as a result were created
the collection of 4 volumes published
in the Uzbek language in 1937.

We may assert with confidence
that the poem "Bakhchysaray
fountain" which was translated by
Uzbek translator Usman Nasyr
became a belles-lettres heritage of the
Uzbek people.

The translations of A.S. Pushkin's
works widely considered in different
conferences, but the translation of
"Bakhchysaray fountain" was highly
estimated and discussed in mass
media of that time. Exactly, in that
time, the newspaper "The Red
Uzbekistan" published an article
"Pushkin in the Uzbek language"
where was written: "Besides the
translations into the Uzbek language
the work "Bakhchysaray fountain"
took a special place. The translator
Usman Nasyr retained not only the
plot and the gist, but also the literal
characteristics of this work..."

In the treatise of the academician
Naim Karimov "Pushkin in the
Uzbek poetry" published in 1988 the
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following words can be read: It is
necessary to remind that the work
"Bakhchysaray fountain" was
translated by twenty-four years old
young poet with outstanding
proficiency and as a fact in 1937 was
published the translation of the book
in twenty-five thousand copies. In
that time, and even these days it
was a measurable number of printed
copies. If it did not take in
consideration that Pushkin's short
stories was published in thirty
thousand copies, "The captain's
daughter" narrative story in fifteen
thousand copies, "Eugene Onega"
romance in ten thousand copies,
"Selected lyrics" was published in
five thousand copies, we could be a
witness of that the work
"Bakhchysaray fountain" was spread
in an extremely huge amount besides
people of that time.

Even the translator Usman
Nasyr felt that the translation of
"Bakhchysaray fountain" took the
important place in his creativity.  He
studied thoroughly the work history
creation and literal characteristics,
the time and the period represendted
in the work, the relation between
the historical and fiction images.  The
poet in the passage titled "The
treasure of literal art" wrote: "I was
aknowleged directly with the
creativity of the Russian poet A.S.
Pushkin a long time before I had
translated the work "Bakhchysaray
fountain" and had some sense of the
poetry spirit of the poet less or more.

Before to start the translation of
the poem "Bakhchysaray fountain"
I had studied the history of creation,

and deeply researched the work
literal-form characteristics.  I was
astonished by the bright flight of the
mastery fantasy, and I was amazed
by the colours of the colourful
images."

As the translations of Usman
Nasyr was highly estimated in
thirties of the twentieth century and
nowadays, so it is requred to
mention about the success and
adequity of these translations.

The original version consists of
five hundred seventy-nine lines, the
method of rhythm: a-b, a-b.

Ãèðåé ñèäåë, ïîòóïÿ âçîð, a
ßíòàðü â óñòàõ åãî äûìèëñÿ; b
Áåçìîëâíî ðàáîëåïíûé äâîð, a
Âêðóã õàíà ãðîçíîãî òåñíèëñÿ.  b

In the translation of Usman
Nasyr the poem consists of six
hundred sixty-five lines. The
translator used in translation nine-
syllabic line by other words "áàðìàê
âàçíè" (4+5):

£îâî³ ñîëèá / ´òèðàð Ãàðîé
4+5 a

Ëàáëàðèäà / £àµðàáî ÷èëèì
4+5 b

Äàµøàòëè õîí / àòðîôèäà æèì
4+5 b

Áîø ýãèá òåê / òóðàðäè ñàðîé
4+5 a

With a few traits, Pushkin gave a
well-defined artistic characterization
of the hero: "everyone read the signs
of anger and sadness," "on a gloomy
face," "sovereign proud," "with an
impatient hand."
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The poet-translator Usman
Nasyr managed to preserve in
translation these qualities of the
portrait of the hero:

¥àììà õîííèíã õàôà þçèäàí
Ïàé³àð ýäè ìóá²àì íèøîíà.
...Àììî ìà²ðóð ñîµèáè ôàðìîí,
£´ëëàðèíè áèð ñèëòàá ñîëäè...

The author of the poem,
unevenly dividing it into separate
stanzas, thereby highlights the most
important transitions from one
thought to another. Usman Nasyr
also maintains such a division into
stanzas, however, in some places he
deviates from this rule in order to
preserve poetic harmony. For the
same reason, the translator adds,
as necessary, in separate stanzas a
few lines to complete the poetic
thought. For example:

Îäèí â ñâîèõ ÷åðòîãàõ îí;
Ñâîáîäíåé ãðóäü åãî âçäûõàåò.
Æèâåå ñòðîãîå ÷åëî

Âîëíåíüå ñåðäöà âûðàæàåò.
Òàê áóðíû òó÷è îòðàæàåò
Çàëèâà çûáêîå ñòåêëî.

This six-line stanza Usman Nasyr
translates in seven lines, but in
Uzbek this change remains
unnoticed because, in translation,
this stanza, like the original, vividly
metaphorically conveys the
emotional state of the hero:

Ê´øêëàð àðî áèð ´çè ³îëäè;
Ýðêèí íàôàñ îëäè ñèéíàñè,
Ò´ë³èíëàíèá, áèëìàé ñóêóòíè
¤éíàá òóðãàí ê´ðôàç îéíàñè
Àêñ ýòãàíäàé ³îðà áóëóòíè
Óíèíã æèääèé ìàíãëàéè à¸í

while translating "Bakhchysaray
fountain", Osman Nasyr liked
Pushkin's artistic world. From the
above-mentioned examples and
comparative texts, it is known that
Osman Nasyr managed to rebuild
Pushkin's thoughts and feelings,
artistic ideas, and original tones in
translation.
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